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AGENT PORTAL UPCOMING RENEWALS 
 

Login to Ibgreen.com 

Click Portal button 

 

Click the Upcoming Renewal Tab 
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The screen will load with the applicable settings in place.  Never uncheck the “Show Pending Renewals” check box. We 

are working on refining this screen. 

 

The agent can put the upcoming renewals in order by effective date by clicking the Eff Date column header. 

 

 
 

 

Now the Upcoming Renewals will be in date order, the most recent to the oldest within the next 58 days. 
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The Policy # column is the prior term Policy number.  

The Renewal term premium is shown and includes fees/taxes. 

The agent can provide this renewal information to the insured. If a copy of the renewal offer is needed it can be 

obtained from the underwriter. 

 

 
 

Since this tab is called “UPCOMING Renewals” it will only show the renewals coming up. 

Once the renewal date passes, the renewal information falls off of this screen.  

Also, if the policy is renewed, the renewal information falls off of this screen.  
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For the agent to determine if a policy has been renewed or if the policy expired out, do a policy search to see if it 

renewed.  Please Note: Currently there is a slight delay with renewal policy issuance. If in doubt, please call our office for 

assistance. 

 

Go to the Policy Tab. 

Under EITHER search tab (Quick Search or Advance Search) you can search for the insured either by name or policy 

number. Below we will use Advance Search. 

 

 

To view policy effective dates, click the plus sign next to the policy number. This particular example shows three policy 

terms. I’m going to select the third one since it ends in -02 and that tells me it is the most recent term we have. 

 

Now, you can see the effective dates and assigned underwriter for that term.  

At this point you can determine which term is the current term and if it renewed or expired out. If you are not sure then 

contact our office for assistance. 

Policy Renewed Example: In the example just below, the -02 term is my current term and it is in Force.  
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Policy Expired Out Example: 

In this separate example this insured’s most recent policy term ended in -01 and was effective 05/23/2017 to 

05/23/2018 and the policy status says “Renewal Policy Expired”. 

If the policy had renewed, there would be a -02 record below the -01 term that tells me the insured renewed their 

policy. Since that term is not shown, this tells me the policy expired out back on 05/23/2018.  

The agent would need to call for any renewal information if the policy expired out recently. 

 

 

 

Questions? Please call our office at (352) 638-9400. 
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